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Plate 1 (pp 456)    Incisio Superna Falcis Frumentariae De Latere Utroque 
An Incision of the Grain Sickle from Above Down on Either Side 

If you two are mutually engaged with a 

proper sickle1, you should put forward the 

right foot. You should grasp the sickle with 

the right hand next to the left side of your 

head, you should reach out against the 

enemy with an open left hand, and thence 

following him with the left foot, you should 

plough up his head from the right side. 

 

But if the adversary advancing toward you 

does the same, you putting forward the 

left foot, holding the sickle with the right 

hand and the head falling back left on the 

left shoulder when you are attacked on 

the right side. Then you will repel the 

adversary with the sickle, you turning your 

right side. Thence, seizing the enemy’s 

right hand with your left hand, you will 

wound the right side of his head. 

 

If the adversary has attacked you from 

above similarly, quickly having seized his 

right hand you will turn away from his 

incision by this reckoning. Thence if by 

example you will have drawn up2 the right 

hand, you will attempt to plough up the left 

foot of the enemy.  

 

If he will attempt the same, then you 

cover3 the inner right arm with the left 

hand. Thence if you will have dragged up4 

the right hand, you will force the sharp 

point of the sickle to his head and you will 

retreat backwards.  

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Latin: “Rite Regenda”, interpreted “properly 
controlled” 
2 Pulled back 

 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Right foot forward, 

Sickle over Left shoulder, Left hand 

extended to ward 

 

AGENTE: Step in with Left foot, offside to 

head 

 

PATIENTE: Step forward with Left foot, 

[Possibly start with Left foot forward] 

Hook AGENTE’S sickle and pull to Left 

side 

[Keep right arm and sickle above left arm], 

rotating torso to Left 

Seize AGENTE’S Right hand with Left 

hand, offside to head 

 

AGENTE: Grab PATIENTE’S Right hand 

with Left hand,  

rotate torso to Right pulling free Right 

hand 

[possibly pulling upward, too, to expose 

the low line] 

Onside low strike to P’’s Left foot 

 

PATIENTE: Block AGENTE’S forearm 

with Left hand,  

rotate torso to Right pulling free Right 

hand, onside or offside to AGENTE’S 

head as available 

 

 

 

3 “Block” 
4 Also “Pulled Back” 





Plate 2: Inferior Et Superior Incisio 
A Lower and Upper Incision 

In mutual combat, if you have prepared 

yourself in advance like an athlete for the 

competition, remember that you should fix 

forward the right foot and against the 

adversary, you should control the grain 

sickle with the right hand. You should 

protect under your right arm with the left 

hand, thence you will step in with the left 

foot and you should pursue by means of 

ploughing up the right arm of your enemy 

from this lower point. 

 

If you will have placed forward the right 

foot against him at the same time, and 

you will have held the sickle in this 

position of infliction with the right hand, 

you will repel him with your sickle, you 

turning your left flank, him protecting with 

the left hand below the right arm. 

Meanwhile, the adversary’s right hand 

having been seized with your left, you will 

plough up his neck down from the left 

flank of the enemy with the sickle.  

 

If he attacks you from above similarly, you 

will grasp his right hand with the left hand 

a second time5 and if you will have 

avoided his attempt, you turning your left 

flank, you will graze his left arm with the 

sickle and then you will retreat back. But if 

the adversary will have yielded 

backwards, you will pursue the enemy by 

pressing with a double step, and plough 

up his head. 

 

 

                                                           
5 Still not sure about the use of a second time, we’ll 
field test it 

PATIENTE: As above 

AGENTE: As above, with Left arm 

warding under Right arm 

 

AGENTE: Step in with Left foot, attack 

PATIENTE’S Right arm with rising offside 

cut 

 

 

 

PATIENTE: Hook AGENTE’S sickle  

[with an intercepting blow] and pull to 

Right,  

rotating body to Right to follow,  

seizing AGENTE’S Right hand with Left 

hand 

 

Deliver downward onside strike to neck 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Grab’s PATIENTE’S Right 

hand with Left hand, rotate body to Right 

to free Right hand, cutting PATIENTE’S 

Left hand  

[a quick cut from the wrist during the 

withdrawal],  

and withdraw 

  

PATIENTE: Retreat from AGENTE’S cut 

to Left hand 

 

AGENTE: Pursue with passing steps and 

strike head





Plate 3: Incisio Contra Habitum Hostis Vellendi 
Incision against the Position of an Enemy Pulling Away 

In this fight,6 if you will have come up 

nearer to your enemy than before7 you will 

place forward the right foot and you will 

grasp the sickle in the right hand against 

him. You will hold the left hand to your left 

thigh. Thence if you will have pursued 

with the left foot you will graze8 the head 

of the enemy with the sickle. 

 

But if he has attempted the same against 

you placing forward the right foot, you will 

hold the sickle stretched out with your 

right hand, you turning the enemy, you will 

repel his blow on your right side, the left 

hand having been applied to the left 

thigh9. Thence however if you will have 

applied the sickle to his right arm, you 

quickly turning tear yourself away. 

 

If by the same reckoning he has 

attempted to attack you, with your left 

hand grab his right hand and if you will 

have moved away from the blow of the 

enemy to your right flank, immediately 

plough up his head on the left side. You 

will retreat backwards. If the enemy has 

moved backwards, quickly you should 

press on the retreating enemy and you 

will graze him on the right hand with the 

sickle.  

 

 

                                                           
6 MOORight SICKLE! 
7 RAB: I think the idea is that you are starting within 
measure, or something like that.), 
8 RAB: The word is perstringere which means “to 
graze” or “to scratch.” Obviously, you are not meant 
to make the kind of fatal blow that proscindere 
indicates. 
9 YOUR left thigh 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Close measure, 

Right foot forward, Left hand at Left side, 

sickle held forward and vertical 

 

AGENTE: Enters with Left foot, cut 

PATIENTE’S head10 

 

 

PATIENTE: Block on Right with sickle and 

push sickle away 

Disengage sickle while stepping forward 

and to inside with Right foot to void11 

Strike AGENTE’S Right arm 

Recover 

 

AGENTE: With Left hand grab 

PATIENTE’S hand12, rotate to Right, 

onside descending cut to head 

 

PATIENTE: Attempt to retreat 

 

 

AGENTE: Pursue with passing steps and 

strike Right hand 

 

 

 

 

10 Here the head provides the closest target.  
AGENTE’s attack is best delivered as a punch to the 
PATIENTE’s right eye or cheek. 
11 PATIENTE’s block is necessarily close to his face.  
The following lunging step carries his sickle onto 
AGENTE’s forearm   
12 Below Right arm 





Plate 4: Supera et inferna incisio 
An Incision From Above And From Below 

By this rationale, accommodate yourself 

against the enemy: You should take up 

this position, you standing straight up with 

the shins equal. You should hold the 

raised sickle with the right hand with an 

arm straight up following13 the head you 

will apply the left hand to your left thigh14 

at the same time.  From this position if 

you are pressed on the right inside, you 

should plough up the head of the enemy 

with the sickle. 

 

 

If he uses the same against you, you 

placing forward the right foot both holding 

the sickle with the right hand and next to 

the positioned foot, applying the left hand 

to the left thigh, with your raised sickle 

you should move back his incision, you 

turning your left side. Thence you 

pursuing with the left foot, scratch the 

enemy’s fixed right foot.  

 

But if he reaches so that he grazes you by 

the same reasoning from below, you 

should seize his right elbow on the 

outside with the left hand. You should 

draw up yourself turning and if you should 

apply the sickle to the enemy’s right 

shoulder, you should defeat him utterly by 

ploughing him up.  

 

                                                           
13 Behind 
14 Or hip. RAB: Latin word used is femur, femoris 
which means “thigh.” In this case, “thigh” could be 
used to loosely designate “that general area 
between your knee and navel. Femur is where we 
get the phrase “femoral artery”, a part of the body 
you want to keep intact during this sort of fighting.  
 
For Wistric to figure out: why is he obsessed about 
having the left hand on the left thigh? 

 

[IMPLIED START]15 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Right foot forward, 

Sickle over Left shoulder, Left hand 

extended to ward 

 

PATIENTE(acting first): Diagonal onside 

to AGENTE’S Right knee, ending near 

AGENTE’S Right foot 

AGENTE(acting second): Withdraw Right 

foot next to Left foot, raise sickle above 

head 

[STATED STARTING POSITIONS] 

AGENTE: Strike down on PATIENTE’S 

head 

 

PATIENTE: Deflect to Right, rotating torso 

to Right, step in with Left and strike 

AGENTE’S Right foot16 

 

 

 

 

PATIENTE: Grab AGENTE’S Right elbow 

from outside with Left hand, rotate to 

Right side17, descending offside to 

AGENTE’S Right shoulder 

 

 

15 The play seems to start just after an attack, from 
AGENTE, against PATIENTE’s leg, PATIENTE 
withdrawing into the standing position and 
AGENTE’s blow having come to rest next to his foot.  
As a result, PATIENTE moves first during the implied 
start. 
16 Probably delivered as an offside, since PATIENTE 
has no defense on that side 
17 This should pull AGENTE off balance to your right 
side 



 



Plate 5: Incisiones duae quibus brachia stringuntur 
Two blows by which the arms are cut 

You will adapt yourself to the position 

mentioned beforehand18.  You should 

remember to place forward the right foot. 

You should hold the sickle in the right 

hand against the enemy. You should join 

the left hand to the left hip. Thence you 

should scratch his right arm with the 

sickle.  

 

But if he attempts the same against you, 

you fixing forward the right foot and 

holding the sickle in the right hand against 

the enemy, then apply the left hand to his 

right arm in front19 and you should repel 

the enemy’s incision of the left position20.  

If you have captured the aforementioned 

hand firmly, thence wound his right arm 

with the sickle. 

 

If he should employ the same thing, you 

should seize the enemy’s right hand with 

the left. You should step in with the left 

foot, if you will have raised his right hand 

above the head, and immediately with 

your right hand having been pulled back 

you should plough up his loins with the 

sickle. 

 

Otherwise when the enemy has employed 

the same, with the left hand about to be 

controlling upwards further his right arm 

from this position if firmly you turning have 

drawn yourself up, you should be able to 

break the enemy’s arm. Thence you 

should pursue the neck by scratching, and 

from him you should retreat yourself. 

                                                           
18 RAB: My guess is that you take the same stance 
described at the beginning of Page 4. That’s my 
interpretation. 
19 The boney side of the forearm 
20 RAB: This will be changed. The word usage doesn’t 
make much sense, so I need to check the grammar 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Close measure, 

Right foot forward, Left hand at Left side, 

sickle held forward and vertical 

 

AGENTE: Strike PATIENTE’S Right 

hand21 

 

 

PATIENTE: Seize AGENTE’S Right arm 

with Left22, and strike Right arm  

 

 

 

AGENTE: Seize PATIENTE’S hand with 

Left, step in with Left foot pulling free 

Right hand, raise PATIENTE’S hand 

above your head, onside unterhau to 

PATIENTE’S groin 

 

 

PATIENTE: Seize AGENTE’S hand and 

deflect to Right side, turning to Right, 

freeing Right hand, and raising 

AGENTE’S hand to bring Left shoulder 

under AGENTE’S arm.  Break it.  Turn 

back to AGENTE and strike his neck, then 

withdraw 

 

21 For the strike to do real damage, the cut must 
come from the elbow, and ends up directed to the 
inside of the Right wrist 
22 Seizure and cut should be to the inside of the 
exposed forearm 
 





Plate 6: Gemina incisio contra geminam aversionem 
A double blow against a double evasion 

In mutual combat of this contest, if you 

have come nearer to the enemy, you 

should fix forward the left foot, you should 

seize the sickle raised against the enemy 

in the right hand and you should graze his 

neck from the right side. 

 

Should he attack you from above by the 

same reasoning, you placing forward the 

right foot and having held the sickle 

against the enemy in the lower position of 

incision, then you should pursue his right 

arm with the left hand and raise upwards 

from the same, you should wound the 

right arm near the armpit with the sickle.  

 

If he attempts the same, you having 

seized and held up the right hand of the 

enemy with your left, you will have move 

back23 his incision in this manner. But 

from that point you should suddenly draw 

back the right hand and you will attempt to 

plough up the fixed forward right foot of 

the adversary. 

 

When your enemy is trying the same 

against you, you should seize his right 

hand with your left hand and you should 

repel him who is attempting this by the 

same reasoning. Thence immediately with 

the right hand drawn back you should 

wound with an incision on the neck of the 

adversary, and from here you should 

retreat.  

                                                           
23 “Removere” Remove or repel 

AGENTE: Left foot forward, sickle forward 

and vertical  

PATIENTE: Right foot forward, sickle 

forward and downward, 

AGENTE: Downward offside strike to 

neck 

 

PATIENTE: Grab AGENTE’S Right arm 

with Left hand and raise up,  

Offside rising cut to AGENTE’S Right arm 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Grab PATIENTE’S Right hand 

and raise to Right side,  

Rotate torso to Right to free Right hand,  

Strike PATIENTE’S Right foot 

 

 

 

PATIENTE: Grab AGENTE’S Right hand, 

rotate to Right to free Right hand, strike 

AGENTE’S neck, retreat 

 

 

 





Plate 7: Supera et infera incisio cum suis aversionibus 
An upward and downward blow with their own evasions 

If you engage mutually, you should put 

forward the left foot. You should seize the 

sickle in the right hand upward against the 

enemy, and you should scratch24 his 

head.  

 

But if he in turn attempts to wound25 you 

from above you fixing forward the left foot 

at the same time and holding the sickle 

with the right hand against the enemy 

against the incision from below, then you 

should attack his right arm partly to the 

front26 with the left hand and if you will 

have lifted up that same arm, it is 

permitted to push back the above incision 

of the adversary. Then wound the fixed 

forward left foot on the enemy on the 

hams. 

 

But if the enemy has similarly attempted 

the same at you from below, you should 

press on the inside of his right elbow with 

your left hand and when you have firmly 

pulled him back you should repel his 

incision. With the right hand, quickly 

withdraw back to yourself and you 

seeking the enemy’s right arm to plough 

up. From here, you should retreat from 

him.  

 

                                                           
24 Word used is perstringere 
25 Word used is sauciare 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Middle guard, left 

foot forward 

 

AGENTE: Strike head 

 

PATIENTE: Block Right arm with Left,  

Lift and repel 

Strike exposed Left foot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Block inside of Right elbow, 

break grip and attack Right arm 

Withdraw 

 

26 Most likely refers to whatever part of the arm is 
closest to you 





Plate 8: Binae incisiones contra earundem avarsiones 
Two blows against their own evasions 

You should position yourself by this 

rationale in mutual combat. You have 

remembered to put forward the left foot, 

you should hold the raised sickle with the 

right hand, you turning toward the enemy, 

and you should scratch either part of the 

neck or the left side27.  

 

When your adversary attempts to cut you 

similarly, you placing forward the right foot 

against the same, attack the enemy’s right 

hand with the left hand, if you will have 

lifted upwards that hand, you avoid the 

hostile incision. Thence you should not 

hesitate to force the sickle into the left part 

of the enemy’s neck.  

 

But if he has attacked you at the same 

time from above, you should seize his 

inner right elbow with the left hand and 

you should strongly remove him with the 

same hand to your left flank. You should 

repel thus your enemy’s strength28.  

Without warning then you, pursuing with 

the right foot inward, from his left side, 

immediately if you have drawn up your 

right hand, plough up the left side of the 

enemy’s body with the sickle, and from 

here be careful to retreat from the enemy.

                                                           
27 Seems weird but this is what the grammar shows. 
Pars is feminine while latus is neuter, and sinistrum 
here agrees with latus. Another bit to pay attention 
to. 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Middle guard, left 

foot forward 

 

 

AGENTE: Onside to neck 

 

 

PATIENTE: Step in with Right foot,  

 

Block Right hand with Left hand and lift up 

 

Offside to neck 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Seize inner Right elbow 

 

Step in and attack onside 

 

28 Word used is vis, here as vim in the accusative. 
This can get translated a lot of ways, such as 
“violence” or “strength” or “attack.” I’m thinking 
that in this particular part of the plate, the idea is 
that you overpower the enemy by brute force. 





Plate 9: Alius habitus praecendentis formae 
Another position of the preceding form 

You will adapt yourself as such in mutual 

combat to already-named manner29. You 

should fix forward the right foot and you 

should hold the raised sickle with the right 

hand from the right side30. The left hip is 

positioned to the left31. From this point 

thus pursue with the leftward matching of 

your body, and wound the adversary’s 

neck on the left side with the sickle.  

 

But if the enemy has attacked you by the 

same manner and you have placed 

forward your right foot against him, and 

upward you hold the sickle with the right 

hand, the left hip having been positioned 

leftward, then you should pursue his right 

arm next to the shoulder with the left 

hand, directing the blow upwards from 

below. And if you will be able to just as 

strongly, you will have dragged him 

toward you and you should deflect his 

incision. Meanwhile, however, you should 

plough up your adversary’s head. 

 

If however he likewise attempts to scratch 

your head, then with your left hand, when 

his right hand is seized impetuously if you 

will have removed that against the left 

side, the hostile incision will be repelled. 

Thence, finish the transaction, quickly 

seek his forward right foot from here with 

the sickle and retreat.  

 

                                                           
29 Based on title and this first line, the idea is that it’s 
saying, “hey, this is another stance to use.” 
30 Note how you are angling the blade as compared 
to previous plates 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Middle guard, 

Right foot forward 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Onside to neck 

 

 

PATIENTE: Left hand to block Right arm 

near shoulder 

Direct upwards and draw towards you32,  

Plough head 

 

 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Seize Right hand 

Pull to Left  

Strike foot 

Withdraw 

 

 

31 Looks like you are squared up. 
32 Pull in with rotation of hips 





Plate 10: Superna incisio contra habitum aversionis 
An upward blow against a position of evasion 

You should place yourself toward that 

position by this reasoning. You should 

place the left foot forward, you should 

hold the raised sickle the right hand 

against the enemy, and you should 

plough up his neck from the right side. 

 

But if he should pursue by the same 

reasoning, you placing forward the left 

foot and you will have raised the sickle at 

the same time, you should repel his 

attempt with the middle of your sickle. 

Suddenly meanwhile you should seek out 

his right elbow with the left hand by 

means of blocking and firmly you will lift 

upwards : you should drag the right elbow 

with the tearing-up hand33 and if you will 

have pursued with the right foot, you 

should plough up the adversary’s neck 

from the right side.  

 

But if the enemy holds the same against 

you, you should snatch up his inner right 

arm with the left hand and if you will have 

lifted it, you should beat back the formed 

blow of the adversary against you.  

If by the same reasoning you will have 

suffered that repulsion from the enemy, 

immediately you should attempt to plough 

his forward left foot and if you will have 

lessened him against you by tearing 

down, it is permitted to either wound him 

by ploughing up or to fell him34. 

                                                           
33 Okay, this is another place where I’m just 
convinced that Mair himself screwed up. There are 
two modifiers here, derepente and dextrum, but no 
nouns nearby. If I had to guess, the “tearing-up 
hand” is going to be the left. So you’re gonna haul 
your enemy forward, possibly wrenching their right 

 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Middle guard 

Left foot forward 

 

AGENTE: Offside to neck 

 

PATIENTE: Block with sickle,  

Grab elbow with Left hand and lift up 

Step in with Right foot and offside to neck 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Block inner arm and “snatch 

up” and lift 

 

PATIENTE: Yield from block 

Strike Left foot 

 

 

 

elbow as you do so. Hopefully, this would distract 
them enough for you to untangle your sickle and nail 
them in the neck 
34 Word used is prosternere, the same one used for 
felling an animal when one hunts 





Plate 11: Duae incisiones exteriores 
Two outside blows 

In the fight you should position yourself in 

this manner. You should fix forward the 

right foot and you should grasp the sickle 

against the enemy with the right hand, by 

the left hip should be applied to the left 

hip. From here and with such a position, 

you should tear to pieces the outer right 

side of the hostile neck with the sickle.  

If he, turning toward you, uses the same, 

you placing forward the left foot and at the 

same time holding the sickle in the right 

hand having turned toward the enemy you 

should seize the outer right elbow of the 

enemy with the left hand, and if sharply 

you will have withdrawn against your right 

flank, the hostile incision is turned away. 

Thence you will take charge so that you 

may wound his outside right elbow with 

the sickle. 

If the adversary attempts the same 

against you, you should not hesitate to 

seize the adversary’s right arm with the 

left hand and you should repel his incision 

by this reasoning. Meanwhile you should 

plough up the placed forward left foot of 

the adversary with the pulled back right 

hand, you turning.  

But if he attempts similarly against you, 

you should repel his blow with the left 

hand against the right arm.  

If he withdraws by the same reasoning, 

you should pursue the right hand with the 

seeking-again hand35, and thence if you 

will have wounded his head by ploughing 

up you should retreat from him. 

                                                           
35 The “seeking-again hand” is going to be the off-
hand. You’ll grab the enemy’s weapon-hand so that 
you can come in with your own sickle. 
 

 

AGENTE: Middle guard, Right foot 

forward 

PATIENTE: Middle guard, Left foot 

forward 

AGENTE: Offside to neck 

 

 

PATIENTE: Seize elbow with Left hand, 

Cut upper Right arm from outside low 

 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Seize Right arm with Left hand,  

Plough up Left foot 

 

 

 

 

PATIENTE: Block with Left 

Turn to free Right arm 

 

 AGENTE: Pursue PATIENTE’s Right arm 

to maintain block36 

Plough up head 

 

 

36 There is probably a step in with the Left foot at 
this point 



 



Plate 12: Incisio supera contra eam qua latus impetitur 
An upward blow against that by which the flank is attacked 

From this fight, if you have approached 

the enemy, remember to put forward the 

right foot and if you are holding the sickle 

in the right hand high up against the 

enemy you will plough up his head.  

 

But if the adversary has attempted the 

same against you, you placing forward the 

right foot and in turn holding the sickle 

with the right hand in this position of the 

middle cut, then with the left hand you 

should grab the forward right arm of the 

enemy next to his hand, and in this 

position if you will have lifted upwards you 

will pull his upper incision. Quickly wound 

his right side with the sickle. 

 

 

If you should recognize that you are 

pursued similarly in this manner, you 

should attack the right outer elbow of the 

adversary with the left hand and if firmly 

you should repel the enemy’s blow, you 

turning your right flank, you will escape 

his middle blow. Meanwhile pursue with 

the left foot, and you should plough up the 

fixed forward right foot. Thence you 

should withdraw backwards from the 

enemy.  

 

AGENTE&PATIENTE: Middle guard 

Right foot forward  

 

AGENTE: Plough up head 

 

 

PATIENTE: Seize wrist and push up 

Offside to AGENTE’s right side ribs 

 

 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Block outside elbow upward 

Break grip upward 

Pass forward 

Plough up Right foot



 



Plate 13: Incisiones duae adhibitis suis aversionibus 
Two blows administered with their own evasions 

Against the enemy from this manner, 

accommodate yourself by this fashion. 

You should place forward the right foot, 

you should extend the sickle with the right 

hand, you having turned toward the 

enemy, and you will be mindful to plough 

up vigorously his head.  

 

But in turn if he has attempted to wound 

you, he turning his fixed forward right foot, 

and you holding against him the sickle in 

the right hand in this manner of upward 

incision, block the adversary’s right outer 

elbow with the left hand and if he will have 

lifted from here, you should raise up that 

upper incision of his. Meanwhile you 

should plough up from above the 

adversary’s right arm next to the hand. 

 

If he attempts to wound you similarly, then 

you should direct your left hand to the 

enemy’s chest between each of his own 

arms to the left hand, you should propel 

him in this manner, and you, safe, should 

have repelled his incision of the right side. 

But meanwhile with your right hand 

having been drawn back to you, you 

should plough up right arm of the enemy 

and thence you should retreat from him.  

 

                                                           
37 This position can be arrived at by both opponents 
starting at long range in left shoulder guard, with 
right feet forward, PATIENTE launching a strike to 

AGENTE: Middle Guard 

Right foot forward guard  

PATIENTE: Downward Middle Guard  

Left Foot Forward37 

AGENTE: Strike to head 

 

 

PATIENTE: Block outer elbow and lift,  

Step in with Right foot 

Plough up Right wrist 

 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Block to chest with Left hand, 38 

Shove 

 

Pull back Right hand 

Plough up Right arm  

 

 

plough up AGENTE’s right arm (see Plate 2), and 
AGENTE countering with the strike to the head 
38 The Old Heisman 





Plate 14: Binae inferiores incisiones 
Two downward blows 

From this fight, you should stand upright 

with the shins equal, you should hold the 

grain sickle in the right hand at the same 

time on the right side. Meanwhile you 

should snatch up the hand39 with your left 

hand40, and you should place the right 

hand near the right hip, after that you 

should place forward the left foot at the 

same time on the outside of the enemy’s 

left foot, and if you will have ploughed up 

his left placed-forward foot, drag forward 

the enemy from this position, turning him 

toward you.  

 

If however he employs the same against 

you, then you should attack the left 

shoulder of the enemy with the left hand, 

and if you turning your left side should 

wrench off the enemy, you should repel 

his own incision. Meanwhile you should 

throw in from behind the sickle to his 

genitals between both of his feet, and 

thence you turning him should wrench 

apart, and thusly in this manner it is 

permitted41 that you should drag through 

the fixed forward left foot.  

 

                                                           
39 Probably meant sickle 
40 Word used is arripere which means “to snatch” or 
“to seize eagerly” 

AGENTE: Upright guard 

Feet next to each other 

PATIENTE: Middle Guard 

Left foot forward 

 

AGENTE:   

Switch sickle to Left hand,  

Put Right hand near hip,  

Step in and to Left with Left foot42,  

Plough up Left foot and “drag forward” 

 

 

 

PATIENTE:  

Seize AGENTE’S Left shoulder  

Low, rising strike from behind to 

AGENTE’s groin 

Plough up Left thigh 

41 “you should be able to” 
42 Outside of PATIENTE’s Left foot seems to refer to 
AGENTE’s outside line, as represented in the art 





Plate 15: Duae Incisiones Mediae Unde Habitus Sternendi Hostis Formatur 
Two middle blows from where the position of the enemy is made by striking down 

To this position by this reasoning it will be 

necessary that you adapt yourself. You should 

place forward the right foot and you will hold 

against the enemy the sickle before your face 

in the right hand, at the same time you will 

apply the left hand to the left hip. Meanwhile 

you should put the right outside foot after the 

adversary’s left foot, and from this attack of 

the cut, and you will yoke the sickle around 

the limbs of his right side by cutting.  

 

If he has seized you in a hardly dissimilar 

reasoning43 then remember in turn that you 

will use this position and thence you should 

drag the enemy, you turning yourself.44  

 

If however he has in turn applied his own 

sickle to your limbs, you should attack his 

inner right elbow with your left hand, and you 

should repel the blow of the enemy, with your 

left side having been turned.  

 

Otherwise if in turn you will have suffered the 

repulsed blow from the same position, with his 

chin having been seized in your left hand, you 

should lift him upwards.  

 

When the enemy is attempting this or turning 

you upward, you should suddenly seize your 

sickle, and as if you wish to knock him upward 

by ploughing up, but instead you should 

deflect. Wound his left arm, and by this 

reasoning you will free yourself lest he is able 

to apprehend your chin.  

 

If however you understand that you become 

the same from your enemy against yourself, 

from the tossed sickle, you should throw your 

left hand against his neck, you should apply 

the right hand to the genitals, and if from here 

you will have lifted the enemy, you should 

throw him to the ground on your left side. 

 

                                                           
43 “by the same reasoning” 
44 It is unclear if this is an instruction to AGENTE or 
PATIENTE.  Our current working theory is that the 
second paragraph instructs PATIENTE what to do if 

AGENTE: Middle Guard, Right foot 

forward 

PATIENTE: Middle Guard, Left foot 

forward 

AGENTE: Step Right foot behind 

PATIENTE’s Left foot on inside 

Offside cut to trap PATIENTE’S Right arm 

 

 

 

 

 

PATIENTE: Block or seize Right elbow 

with Left hand 

Rotate to Right to void 

 

AGENTE: Grab neck with Left hand and 

lift upward 

 

 

PATIENTE: Feint body attack,  

Strike AGENTE’S Left arm 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Drop sickle 

Grab PATIENTE’S genitals with Right 

hand 

Throw to left side 

 

he blocks before the attack lands (essentially, grab 
his wrist and pull him off guard, as has already been 
covered).  Everything after that is how PATIENTE 
should proceed if AGENTE’s initial attack succeeds. 



 



Plate 16: Modus Per Quem Adversario Sol Comostratur Ex Habitu Eius Surrigendi 
A manner by which the adversary meets the sun from his position by means of being lifted 

Rightly like an athlete you will want to use 

this form. You turning toward the enemy 

will place the right foot, you should hold 

the sickle in the right hand against the 

enemy in the downward position of 

incision, the left hip should be positioned 

to the left, from this point thusly you 

should proceed left, and you will apply the 

sickle to his right arm by ploughing up.  

 

If he uses the same middle incision 

against you at the same time fixing 

forward the left foot, you should repel his 

blow in the middle of the sickle against 

your right flank. 

 

But if you are repelled from the enemy by 

this same reasoning, you will apply the left 

hand to his outer right elbow, and thence 

you should remove him to your right side.  

 

But if he in turn has removed you, then 

you should direct your sickle around his 

limbs from his right side in the form of 

incision.  

 

Otherwise when the enemy is attempting 

the same against you, with the sickle 

having been cast aside, you should grab 

the right side of his head with your right 

hand, your left hand against the left side 

of his head, and from here you should 

turn his face upwards against the sun, 

and at the same you should be able to fell 

him against your left side.45

                                                           
45  Because at that point, fuck all. 
 

AGENTE: Middle Guard 

Right foot forward    

PATIENTE: Middle Guard 

Left foot forward46 

 

AGENTE: Pass forward with Left foot, 

Plough up Right arm 

 

 

PATIENTE: Block to Right with sickle 

 

 

 

AGENTE: Left hand to Right elbow, 

Deflect to Right side 

 

 

PATIENTE: Low attack to legs 

 

 

AGENTE: Drop sickle 

Grab PATIENTE’S head and twist back 

and to your left side 

 

 

 

 

 

46 Could be right. 



Notes on the Sickle 

The sickle contained in the instruction is the grain sickle: A curved blade, sharp and 

serrated on the inside, meant for hooking and cutting through stalks of grain, and tapering to 

a sharp point.  This provides for two ways of inflicting a wound.  The first, by hooking and 

pulling through, is “Ploughing Up” (Latin proscindere).  The second, a cut with the tip, is a 

“scratch” (stringere) in the text.  There is also the generic “wound” (sauciare).  In almost 

every instance, the intent of the blow is to end the fight (not necessarily kill, just immediately 

disable the opponent).  The target for a scratch, then, is to cut the tendons on the back of 

the hand, the eyes, or the throat.  The plough targets the elbow and shoulder of the right 

arm, the hips, groin, knees, and ankles, and the neck and head.   

Starting from the first two plates, the plays seem to follow a flow: Starting at long range, with 

the sickle above the left shoulder, and delivering a descending or rising blow as the range 

closes.  The next series of plays start with the “sickle toward enemy” which echoes the 

longpoint guard of other weapons forms (either in the position of upward or downward 

incision, based on the initial attacks of the fighters).  From here the overall progression is 

towards closer-in fighting, ending with grappling. 

Attacks from the high right side are generally defended with the sickle, either by static block 

or by hooking and redirecting the blow.  Attacks to the other lines are defended by seizing 

the wrist, or blocking or deflecting the arm.  In practice, we found that most of the 

techniques only work if blows are delivered with intent.  An attack without force and 

momentum behind it is unlikely to end the fight.  The defensive actions usually seek to 

redirect this force and disrupt the opponent’s center of gravity to place them in a vulnerable 

position, exposed to counter-attack. 


